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PLANTING

G A R D E N

WILD
THE

A FARMER AND HER BOY carefully

plant seeds in their garden. In the

wild garden many seeds are planted

too—but not by farmers’ hands.

The wind spins and

spills seeds out across the meadow. 

Raindrops                and wash

seeds away to new homes.

Birds 

and animals carry seeds with them

as they travel from place to place. 

Under the hot summer sun,

Scotch broom pods            open 

in the summer heat, flinging seeds

here, there, and everywhere. 

In this lyrical and lushly illus-

trated picture book, Kathryn

Galbraith and Wendy Halperin 

share with young readers the 

ways wind and water, birds and 

animals, plants and people—all of 

us together—plant the wild garden.
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Oooooo—whishhh!

Plip-plop!

Nibble, nibble, peck, peck!

Snap!

Praise for 

ARBOR DAY SQUARE

also written by Kathryn O. Galbraith

“Nicely geared to a child’s perceptions and interests, the story 

unfolds in short phrases and sentences that read aloud well. Charming,

naive illustrations in colored pencil and watercolor give this large-scale

picture book great visual appeal. An appended note fills in the history

of the holiday and references a related Web site. An attractive    

introduction to the celebration of Arbor Day.” —Booklist

“Galbraith's poetic text and Moore's soft watercolor 

and colored-pencil illustrations recreate those 

spring days on the prairie when planting 

trees was a cause for celebration.” �

—School Library Journal 
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To Pat Leuchtman, dear friend and gardener extraordinaire.

And once again to Steve, my favorite gentleman farmer.

—K. O. G.

To Liberty Hyde Bailey, a very famous scientist who studied and

gathered plants from around the world. He wanted 

children to look carefully at plants and trees and ask 

questions. He wanted children to write 

those questions down in their nature journals. 

Can you ask questions about the seeds on the endpapers?

—W. A. H.
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In the wild meadow garden, many seeds

are planted too, but not by farmers’ hands.

The farmer and her boy plant their garden. They drop 

seeds—tiny, fat, round, and oval—into the earth. From these

seeds, pumpkins and peas, carrots and cabbages will grow.



Oooooo—whishhh! And
swe

eps
them

up, up into the sunlight and out across
the field

s.The wind scatters seeds. It spills them. And spins them.
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